I have two current Tiki master instances on my localhost and in both, when I try to activate the module "Last actions", I get a system error:

"You have an error in your SQL syntax; check the manual that corresponds to your MariaDB server version for the right syntax to use near 'order by `lastModif` desc LIMIT 10 OFFSET 0' at line 1

The query was:
select a.* from `tiki_actionlog` a join `tiki_actionlog_conf` c on a.`action` = c.`action` and a.`objectType` = c.`objectType` and (c.`status` = 'v') where order by `lastModif` desc

The built query was likely:
select a.* from `tiki_actionlog` a join `tiki_actionlog_conf` c on a.`action` = c.`action` and a.`objectType` = c.`objectType` and (c.`status` = 'v') where order by `lastModif` desc"

Jonny said in the Matrix chat that the query is missing the where clause.
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@chibaguy

Do you know if it works in 24x?

Gary Cunningham-Lee 03 Nov 22 06:14 GMT-0000

No, it doesn't work in 24x, either. I just checked in my local branch 24x, new installation with an older database. Then I updated the db and files and tried again and it still breaks the site. Actually, even opening the "module options" on tiki-admin_modules.php to configure the module causes the error as I guess it displays a preview of the module.

Marc Laporte 03 Nov 22 14:57 GMT-0000

Ok, I recategorized to a bug to 24 and 25, and not a regression from 24 to 25

Marc Laporte 05 Nov 22 16:55 GMT-0000
https://gitlab.com/tikiwiki/tiki/-/merge_requests/1944
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